CAN’T BE SEEN, CAN BE HEARD

The new ultra-small CIC from Widex

"I DON’T MIND STANDING OUT. AS LONG AS MY HEARING AIDS DON’T."

WIDEX DREAM™_TRUE TO LIFE SOUND
LESS IS MORE

ULTRA-SMALL PREMIUM TECHNOLOGY
We know that many of your clients desire a very discreet hearing solution. That’s why we have worked hard to make the CIC MICRO one of the smallest CIC’s on the market.

CAN’T BE SEEN, CAN BE HEARD
Based on the successful DREAM platform, the CIC MICRO gives your clients the absolute best sound – true-to-life sound.

SEAMLESS FIT AND WEAR
The CIC MICRO is a fully automatic hearing aid that does not require any adjustment when used. No fuss, no hassle. It’s as simple as that.

MICRO SOLUTION, MAJOR BUSINESS
Available in two fitting ranges, as well as existing DREAM CIC variants, the CIC MICRO gives you the flexibility to fit a wider range of clients. And more clients mean more business.
The new ultra-small micro CIC from Widex is a welcome addition to the discreet segment. Using the latest advanced technology that makes the DREAM family such a success, the CIC MICRO proves that all good things come in small packages.

We know that many hearing aid users are concerned about the size and looks of their hearing aids. One recent study in the US revealed that over 80 percent of users would prefer to wear a hearing aid that is small, discreet and almost invisible.*

With that in mind, we have developed the new CIC MICRO to look as invisible as possible. In fact we have reduced its size so much that it is up to 30 percent smaller than existing Widex CIC solutions.

*‘Hearing Review’, 2011, 04

The new CIC MICRO is placed deeper in the ear canal so that the face plate (including the battery door) almost disappears and is invisible.

DREAM CIC AND DREAM CIC MICRO

- Available in four price points with different performance levels
- Speech Enhancer/SIS
- Personal Audibility Extender
- Personal Acclimatisation
- SmartSpeak/SmartTone
- Personal Zen**
- Zen/Zen++
- DEX accessories**

**specific wireless features DREAM CIC
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By choosing Widex hearing aids, you are choosing products from a company that has been WindMade certified. WindMade is the first global consumer label identifying companies that use wind power.